
DIESEL 
!

Beliz Enver



‘BE CITY’



HISTORY!
 
Renzo Rosso C.E.O of diesel has watch  his faded casual wear become as fashionable as luxury labels like Gucci and Prada, 
Whose image he so studly rejects. Rosso obtained 100% ownership of the brand in 1985. In 1991 with the hiring of designer and 
creative director Wilbert Das they began their their international marketing strategy The casual attire that has had a big impact in 
costumers had created an empire of $320 million in 2001. . Diesel's innovated way of marketing its brand in an humorouss 
and ironic way has been successful in sending a message to the consumer of the lifestyle the brand tries to impose. " They don't 
just sell clothes for commercial gain. they enrich the consumer with a lifestyle." Benita page states. The brand uses obesity, aging, 
violence and religion in their marketing campaigns for their audience 16- 30 with the idea of telling a story of the everyday life. 
They reach to the more intelligent and articulate consumer. Diesel's revenue is estimated in a €1.3 Billion. 

SUB BRANDS 
 

Diesel black gold- higher pricing!
!
Diesel kid !
!
Fifty five diesel – street wear for teens



MISSION STATEMENT  
"To create an apparel line perfect for individual people who follow their own unique path in life and for those style-makers who 
express their individuality by the way they dress."   
 
With a casual but tasteful clothing brand Rosso's idea is to let the consumer be creative with his own image. The idea is to make 
ordinary people feel great about themselves creating a unique style of their own and to become part of a lifestyle. With the feeling 
of not following the norm diesel helps its consumers to obtain a unique young and fresh style. 
 

‘for successful living’!
!
‘fun awesome kickass’!
!
Provocative, rebel, keeping it real, sending a message by wearing their brand 

BRAND VALUES 



Campaign 1 - ‘Be stupid’ most recognised!

 
Diesel's unique marketing strategy.!

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-rmYlxvKsxTw/
TmLxMHOFq6I/AAAAAAAAAAw/

ebKobDzSeRc/s320/Diesel_Be_Stupid_18.jpg	!
"they don’t beautify their garments by draping 
them over attractive models." Benita Page!

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-YEPO_16f26Q/
TmLxUNRrxBI/AAAAAAAAAA0/TWn8HgBoEcI/

s320/Be-Stupid-22-a.jpg	!
From the " Be stupid, not smart." marketing 
campaign.!

Youtube video !

The be stupid philosophy; 	

! �! Smart may have authority but stupid has         
a hangover!

! �! ‘were with stupid, stupid is the relentless         
persuit of a regret free life	

! �! Stupid has balls!        

! �! Stupid sees things how they could be!        

! �! Smart critiques stupid creates !        

! �! Smart has the plans but stupid has the         
stories!

! �! Stupid takes risks !        

! �! Stupid isn’t afraid to fail !        

! �! Stupid is brave!        

Diesel want you to forget about the smart option 
and go with the stupid option for all the reasons 
above. !

!
!
!

CAMPAIGNS

The Thinking Behind The 
Campaign 

Anomaly’s submission to Cannes 2010, associated 
with the Grand Prix for Outdoor Advertising. 

In January 2010 Diesel introduced the world to 
Stupid. We did so by comparing Stupid to smart. By 
juxtaposing Stupid to smart we defined clearly the 
enemy of Stupid which is control, fear, conformity et 
cetera. We did so in a lighthearted way. A fun way. 
Stupid is a wonderful thing. It’s a way of life. It’s 
how we, Diesel, think you should love. The world 
would be a much happier place if we were all a bit 
more stupid. The brief from Diesel was to spread 
Stupid and disrupt fashion, and renew Diesel’s rich 
history of rebellion. 

“Stupid is a wonderful thing. It’s a way of life. It’s 
how we, Diesel, think you should love. The world 
would be a much happier place if we were all a bit 
more stupid. Stupid is not advertising, it’s a 
movement. And this is the manifesto of stupid – 
delivered to the whole world as a big, ridiculous 
oversized bible in every Diesel store across the 
globe. Stupid is not advertising, it’s a movement. 
And this is the manifesto of Stupid – delivered to the 
whole world as a big, ridiculous oversized bible in 
every Diesel store across the globe. Diesel gained 
over 10 million media impressions from this piece 
alone – and this is only the beginning.” 

Related



Campaign 2 – kick ass (follows up with stupid theme)!

!
Diesel- not made for running made for kicking asses!

Humerous, Appeals to wide audience!
 Diesel is different. Diesel is stupid and stupid doesn’t run from anything. Stupid like to kick asses. Believe 
us. Kicking the ass of someone who deserves it is one of the unspoken pleasures of life. 	

!
h#p://theinspira.onroom.com/daily/print/2010/9a/diesel_sneakers_kick_ass.jpg	

!
Youtube video !

Timer on how much the ass wobbles after the diesel sneaker has kicked it. !

Humerous again !

!
http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2010/diesel-kick-ass-advertising-campaign/ 

!
!
Diesel – xxx safe for work !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmXGEplvPuY&oref=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com
%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfmXGEplvPuY&has_verified=1	

adult humor!

porn !

cartoon/animation coverage!

http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2010/diesel-be-stupid/	

all print ads for be stupid ^^^^!

!
!
 

Diesel introduces the newest line of 
sneakers with a breakthrough 

approach: featuring instructions on 
how to use sneakers for kicking 

the right asses, the campaign has a 
strong digital approach. But it doesn’t 
end just in Facebook and the blogs. 
Diesel also unearthed an ass-kicking 

machine from the Bolshevik 
Revolution. And they wrote a letter 
to the Olympic Committee to have 

ass-kicking accepted as an 
Olympic discipline in London 2012. 

All these incredible efforts can be 
found in the Sneakers FW’10 

catalogue, which will be available in 
stores as of now.

http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2010/diesel-kick-ass-advertising-campaign/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmXGEplvPuY&oref=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DfmXGEplvPuY&has_verified=1
http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2010/diesel-be-stupid/
http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2010/diesel-kick-ass-advertising-campaign/


Common Themes:!
!

• people !
• text!
• bright colour !
• humour/ tongue in cheek!
• telling a story!
• cartoon animation

THINK ABOUT 

!
• interaction!
• telling story about sneakers!
• keeping with humour fun theme!
• characters, games animation; explaining how each feature works. !
• superheroes website 



!
!
Diesel sneakers- Product:	Diesel	Sneakers	have	launched	a	new	collec.on,	targeted	at	the	street,	not	
the	running	track.	

!
My	job-	Present	the	new	collec.on.	Create	a	showroom/lookbook	of	the	products	using	the	web	
crea.vely...then	use	a	second	plaHorm	to	promote	the	idea	and	raise	awareness.	
!
!

BRIEF



PRODUCT EXAMPLE  

These coated denim-and-leather slip-ons are inspired by the iconic Diesel leather biker jacket. 
100% Cotton 
Sneaker 
Vulcanized sole 
Zip details

VANSIS W 
CASUAL SHOE AW 15



IDEAS
Crazy stories- pick a scene out of a time when you was out with friends and 
something crazy happened. sneakers worn by those involved in the scene 
maybe show a before and after of the shoe. snippets of the night out like the 
hangover movie 
!
campaign name : do you  
explanation: for the person wearing the sneaker to be individual, be true to 
themselves and not force an environment that doesn't suit them. e.g. skaters- 
skateparks. there will be some characterisation. 
photoshoot - showing different lifestyles of the people wearing the shoes and what 
the shoe goes through in its day to day. am/pm 
which people: workers, students 





PLAYING WITH WORDS



sneaker

sneaker 
ˈsniːkə/Submit 

nounNORTH AMERICAN 
plural noun: sneakers 

a soft shoe worn for sports or casual occasions.



Casual 

• clothes or shoes suitable for everyday wear rather 
than formal occasions.] 

• relaxed unconcerned 



!
• not made for climbing mountains 
• made for reppin the city 

!
• Reppin - represent 

!
• we dont climb mountains with sneakers 
• we rep the city 

!
• reppin the city isn't easy 

!
• why try to climb a mountain when you could walk briskly 

through a city  
!
!

PLAYING WITH WORDS 



urban 

•  Of, relating to, or located in a city. 

• 2. Characteristic of the city or city life.



city 

• A center of population, commerce, and culture; a 
town of significant size and importance.



• you people make up the city therefor are important  

• you are the life in the city without you….  

• without you there is no city



• you are the life in the city 

• bringing life to the city 

• reppin the city  

• you are the city !

• be city 



‘ I AM THE CITY’  

The slogan comes from the idea city life, by wearing 
the sneakers you are making up the city. You are the 
city hence ‘i am the city’. 



DESIGNS



SCREENSHOTS



DEVELOPMENT



MADE FOR THE CITY.



I AM THE CITY.





INCORPORATING 
CHARACTERS

• giant characters that destroy the world 

• city 

• hulk, godzilla, transformers, king kong, ginger bread man  

• take over the city  

• different capital citys!

• optimus prime, bumble bee, megatron, ultra magnes,  
ratchet



 TRANSFORMERS ?



Homepage style?



Poster?



DIFFERENT CAPITAL CITIES - VISUALS













I am playing around with the diesel sneakers here in different 
capital city settings. I wanted the pieces to look slightly abstract 
with the shoe in different spots as this fits in with one of Diesel’s 
themes. However these are only visual ideas to promote wearing 
the sneaker in different capital cities! 

What? Why?



MORE VISUAL IDEAS



SCREEN  
SHOT



I wanted to created 
something with the outline of 
a city skyline so using the 
sneakers i followed the 
guideline, i also made them 
into silhouettes as i find this 
more effective.



The word ‘reppin’ standing for 
represent has an urban feel to 
it hence why i used it in this 
piece. I have sketched this 
sentence myself, i wanted a 
hand drawn feel as it flows 
with the piece better than a 
digital font.



INTERACTION

I played around with the idea  
of a spinning wheel.  The 

customer would spin the wheel 
and be able to click on any shoe 

leading them to an image and 
description/further details about 

the shoe.   



HOMEPAGE EXAMPLES



RIGHT LETS CRACK ON!







I am the city or Be city? i 
have rearranged  

text several times to see 
what fits best and also 

changed the text to ‘be city’ 
as i found it short and 

snappy, i feel it works better. 



INTERACTION 



When we are surfing the website we want it to be easy to 
use and buttons clear to see. The first interaction i will 

point out is the main bar. Each tab will be highlighted with 
a box so it is easy to see and select. 



COLOUR ?
I have incorporated colour here. When the customers mouse hovers over 

the  background the colour behind ‘be city’ will change. This keeps the 
campaign bright and cheerful promoting a positive / happy vibe.





Shoe will also be a changing feature, if the ouse hovers and stays over the 
shoe then it will change and go through the new collection flashing each 

shoe. This is good for the customers as it shoes the shoes at a quick 
glance before skipping to another page, it becomes a priority. 



The box customer wishes to select will highlight grey. This will lead customers to the product in the images, giving 
them more information on the product. 





CONCEPT/STORIES



Having a look at different brands and how they advertise their products 
amongst social media i have got an idea for the style i would like to 

create my images in. First of all i would like them to fir in withe the urban 
setting of the city, so i would like to shoot outside getting as much of the 
surroundings as i can but making sure the shoe is the main focus. I want 
my images to reflect the life of one in the city whether that be a student / 

worker. I want to keep it light hearted showing different events of the shoe 
from a social party environment to a study work one. I will keep my 

images as minimal as possible whilst trying to convey the message.



Editing my images i used brightness and contrast. I increased the saturation and changed the 
hue slightly. On one or 2 of the images there is an offset this creates a light filter over the image 
and works with the theme of the image, for example the ‘fun’ image. I enjoyed taking and editing 
these images because it was outdoor, they are bright pictures and happy to look at so this is a 
major appeal to the customers i feel. 



MUSIC?

Funky/ deep house mix 
!
Also as the music plays the bottle in the back will change colour.



judy hooked on coke  
!

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jKrhIEkSBwc

background of this image 
will have this song 

playing, suits the theme.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKrhIEkSBwc


FINAL HOMEPAGE  





PRODUCT INFO





FINAL STORY/VISUALS











NEWSLETTER



THE EMAIL 




